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Motivation
Reconstructing high quality texture models has important significance in
areas such as 3D reconstruction, cultural heritage, virtual reality and digital
entertainment.



Problems

Due to the noise of depth data, reconstructed 3D models always
accompany geometric errors and distortions

 In camera trajectory estimation, the pose residual would be gradually
accumulated and lead to camera drift.

 The timestamp between captured depth frame and color frame is not
completely synchronized

 RGB-D sensors are usually in low resolution, and the color image is
also vulnerable to light and motion conditions.

 RGB images from consumer depth cameras typically suffer from
optical distortions



Problems
Ideally, these projected images are photometrically consistent, and thus,

combining them produces a high-quality texture map.
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Problems

Camera pose errorGeometric error

 Blending-based methods

 Projection-based methods

 Warping-based methods

Related Works



Method

We propose a global-to-local correction strategy to compensate for the
texture and the geometric misalignment cause by camera pose drift and
geometric errors.



Method

Texture Image Selection: To construct high fidelity texture, we select an
optimal texture image for each face of the model to avoid the blurring caused
by multi-image blending.



Method

 Global Optimization: Because both camera pose T and reconstructed
M are not absolutely accurate, adjacent faces with different labels
usually can not be completely stitched. We first adjust the camera pose
of each texture chart based on the color consistency and geometric
consistency between relevant charts.



Method

 Local Optimization: The global optimization can only correct the
camera drift of each chart. But the ubiquity of geometry errors makes
the only global optimization is insufficient for high fidelity texture
mapping. we import an a local adjustment to refine texture coordinates
of each vertex on the boundary of chart and make seamlessly stitched
textures.



Results
The comparisons between the state-of-the-art approaches Waechter et al.

[1] (left) Zhou et al. [2] (middle) and ours (right) on several datasets acquired
by Kinect。



Results



Results

The performance statistics of Waechter et al. [23], Zhou et al. [30]and
our algorithm.



Limitations

 The texture may be stretched and shrunk on the boundary of charts

 When geometric error is large, the correction would still generate 
some local texture distortions to final mapping results. 
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